
Basic Rules for Incorporating 
Source Quotes into Your Essay

Or, How to Sound More Polished in Your Writing (…not just English class)



Condense and Weave

Use short quotations--only a few words--as part of your 
own sentence.

Example: Thoreau argues that people blindly accept 
"shams and delusions" as the "soundest truths," while 
regarding reality as "fabulous.“

Example: Although Thoreau "drink[s] at" the stream of 
Time, he can "detect how shallow it is."



Condense and Weave

When you integrate quotations in this way, you do not 
use any special punctuation. 

Punctuate the sentence just as you would if all of the 
words were your own; just add quotation marks 
around the author’s words. 

Thoreau argues that people blindly accept "shams 
and delusions" as the "soundest truths."



Make longer quotes part of your sentence

Example: Thoreau suggests the consequences of 
making ourselves slaves to progress when he says that 
"We do not ride on the railroad; it rides upon us.“

Example: Thoreau argues that "shams and delusions 
are esteemed for soundest truths, while reality is 
fabulous."



Make longer quotes part of your sentence

Notice that the word "that" is used in the examples 
above, and when it is used as it is in the examples, 
"that" replaces the comma which would be necessary 
without "that" in the sentence. This subtle change 
‘sounds’ better to your reader’s ear.

Example: Thoreau argues that "shams and delusions 
are esteemed for soundest truths, while reality is 
fabulous."



Use an introductory or explanatory phrase

Example: Thoreau suggests the consequences of 
making ourselves slaves to progress when he asserts, 
"We do not ride on the railroad; it rides upon us.“

Example: Thoreau asks rhetorically, "Why should we 
live with such hurry and waste of life?“

Example: According to Thoreau, "We do not ride on 
the railroad; it rides upon us."



Use an introductory or explanatory phrase

Use a comma to separate your words from the 
quotation when your introductory phrase ends with a 
verb such as "says," "thinks," "believes," "pondered," 
"recalls," "questions," and "asks" (and many more). Use 
a comma when you introduce a quotation with a 
phrase such as "According to Thoreau.“

Example: According to Thoreau, "We do not ride on 
the railroad; it rides upon us."



Introduce the quote with a complete sentence :
Example: In "Where I Lived, and What I Lived For," Thoreau 
states directly his purpose for going into the woods: "I went to 
the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only 
the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it 
had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I 
had not lived."

Example: Thoreau ends his essay with a metaphor: "Time is but 
the stream I go a-fishing in."



Introduce the quote with a complete sentence :
This is an easy rule to remember: if you use a complete 
sentence to introduce a quotation, you need a colon 
after the sentence.

Example: Thoreau requests that people ignore the 
insignificant details of life: "Our life is frittered away by 
detail. Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity!"



PRACTICE: Add punctuation and changes as necessary.

1. Thoreau asks "If the bell rings, why should we run?“

2. Thoreau says, "We are determined to be starved.”

3. Thoreau explains why he decided to live in the woods "I did 
not wish to live what was not life; living is so dear.”

4. Thoreau explains that he did not wish to live a life that "was 
not life” he felt that the act of living was too “dear” to waste.



Add punctuation as necessary. KEY

1. Thoreau asks, "If the bell rings, why should we run?“

2. Thoreau says that "We are determined to be starved.”

3. Thoreau explains why he decided to live in the woods: "I did 
not wish to live what was not life; living is so dear.”

4. Thoreau explains that he did not wish to live a life that "was 
not life;” he felt that the act of living was too “dear” to waste. 
(Punctuate as needed for sentence as a whole)


